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Symposium Overview
The USENIX Security Symposium brings together researchers, practitioners, system administrators, system programmers, and others interested in the latest advances in the security and privacy of computer systems and networks. The 28th USENIX Security Symposium will be held August 12–14, 2020, in Boston, MA, USA.

Important: The USENIX Security Symposium moved to multiple submission deadlines last year and included changes to the review process and submission policies. Detailed information is available on the USENIX Security Publication Model Changes web page at www.usenix.org/conference/usenixsecurity20/publication-model-change.

All researchers are encouraged to submit papers covering novel and scientifically significant practical works in computer security. The Symposium will span three days with a technical program including refereed papers, invited talks, posters, panel discussions, and Birds-of-a-Feather sessions. Co-located events will precede the Symposium on August 10 and 11.

Important Dates
Spring Quarter Deadline
- Refereed paper submissions due: Wednesday, May 15, 2019, 8:00 pm EDT
- Early reject notification: Monday, June 17, 2019
- Author responses due: Friday, June 21, 2019
- Notification to authors: Monday, August 19, 2019
- Final papers due: Thursday, September 19, 2019, 11:59 pm EDT

Summer Quarter Deadline
- Refereed paper submissions due: Friday, August 23, 2019, 8:00 pm EDT
- Early reject notification: Monday, September 23, 2019
- Author responses due: Friday, September 27, 2019
- Notification to authors: Friday, November 1, 2019
- Final papers due: Monday, December 2, 2019, 11:59 pm EDT

Fall Quarter Deadline
- Refereed paper submissions due: Friday, November 15, 2019, 8:00 pm EDT
- Early reject notification: Sunday, December 15, 2019
- Author responses due: Friday, December 20, 2019
- Notification to authors: Saturday, February 1, 2020
- Final papers due: Monday, March 2, 2020, 11:59 pm EDT

Winter Quarter Deadline
- Refereed paper submission due: Saturday, February 15, 2020, 8:00 pm EDT
- Early reject notification: Sunday, March 15, 2020
- Author responses due: Friday, March 20, 2020
- Notification to authors: Friday, May 15, 2020
- Final papers due: Monday, June 22, 2020, 11:59 pm EDT

- Invited talk and panel proposals due: Friday, February 14, 2020, 8:00 pm EST
- Poster proposals due: Tuesday, July 7, 2020, 9:00 pm EDT
  - Notification to poster presenters: Tuesday, July 14, 2020
- Lightning talks information will be available soon.
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Symposium Topics
Refereed paper submissions are solicited in all areas relating to systems research in security and privacy, including but not limited to:

• System security
  • Operating systems security
  • Web security
  • Mobile systems security
  • Distributed systems security
  • Cloud computing security

• Network security
  • Intrusion and anomaly detection and prevention
  • Network infrastructure security
  • Denial-of-service attacks and countermeasures
  • Wireless security

• Security analysis
  • Malware analysis
  • Analysis of network and security protocols
  • Attacks with novel insights, techniques, or results
  • Forensics and diagnostics for security
  • Automated security analysis of hardware designs and implementation
  • Automated security analysis of source code and binaries
  • Program analysis

• Data-driven security and measurement studies
  • Measurements of fraud, malware, spam
  • Measurements of human behavior and security
• Privacy-enhancing technologies and anonymity
• Usable security and privacy
• Language-based security
• Hardware security
• Secure computer architectures
• Embedded systems security
• Methods for detection of malicious or counterfeit hardware
• Side channels
• Research on surveillance and censorship
• Social issues and security
• Research on computer security law and policy
• Ethics of computer security research
• Research on security education and training
• Applications of cryptography
• Analysis of deployed cryptography and cryptographic protocols
• Cryptographic implementation analysis
• New cryptographic protocols with real-world applications

This topic list is not meant to be exhaustive; USENIX Security is interested in all aspects of computing systems security and privacy. Papers without a clear application to security or privacy, however, will be considered out of scope and may be rejected without full review.

Refereed Papers

Papers that have been formally reviewed and accepted will be presented during the Symposium and published in the Symposium Proceedings. By submitting a paper, you agree that at least one of the authors will attend the conference to present it. If the conference registration fee will pose a hardship for the presenter of the accepted paper, please contact conference@usenix.org.

A major mission of the USENIX Association is to provide for the creation and dissemination of new knowledge. In keeping with this and as part of USENIX’s open access policy, the Proceedings will be available online for registered attendees before the Symposium and for everyone starting on the opening day of the technical sessions. USENIX also allows authors to retain ownership of the copyright in their works, requesting only that USENIX be granted the right to be the first publisher of that work. See our sample consent form at www.usenix.org/2019_sample_consent.pdf for the complete terms of publication.

Go to Paper Submission Policies and Instructions page at www.usenix.org/conference/usenixsecurity20/submission-policies-instructions for more information.

Symposium Activities

Invited Talks, Panels, Poster Session, and BoFs

In addition to the refereed papers and the keynote presentation, the technical program will include invited talks, panel discussions, a poster session, and Birds-of-a-Feather sessions (BoFs). You are invited to make suggestions regarding topics or speakers in any of these sessions via email to the contacts listed below or to the program co-chairs at sec20chairs@usenix.org.

Invited Talks and Panel Discussions

Invited talks and panel discussions will be held in parallel with the refereed paper sessions. Please submit topic suggestions and talk and panel proposals via email to sec20it@usenix.org by Friday, February 14, 2020, 8:00 pm EST.

Poster Session

Would you like to share a provocative opinion, an interesting preliminary work, or a cool idea that will spark discussion at this year’s USENIX Security Symposium? The poster session is the perfect venue to introduce such new or ongoing work. Poster presenters will have the entirety of the evening reception to discuss their work, get exposure, and receive feedback from attendees.

To submit a poster, please submit a draft of your poster, in PDF (maximum size 36” by 48”), or a one-page abstract via the poster session submission form linked from the USENIX Security ’20 website at www.usenix.org/sec20/cfp by Tuesday, July 7, 2020, 9:00 pm EDT. Decisions will be made by Tuesday, July 14, 2020. Posters will not be included in the proceedings but may be made available online if circumstances permit. Poster submissions must include the authors’ names, affiliations, and contact information. At least one author of each accepted poster must register for and attend the Symposium to present the poster.

Lightning Talks

Information about lightning talks will be available soon.

Birds-of-a-Feather Sessions (BoFs)

Birds-of-a-Feather sessions (BoFs) will be held Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday evenings. Birds-of-a-Feather sessions are informal gatherings of persons interested in a particular topic. BoFs often feature a presentation or a demonstration followed by discussion, announcements, and the sharing of strategies. BoFs can be scheduled on site or in advance. To schedule a BoF, please send email to the USENIX Conference Department at bofs@usenix.org with the title and a brief description of the BoF; the name, title, affiliation, and email address of the facilitator; and your preference of date and time.

Submission Policies

USENIX Security’20 submissions deadlines are as follows:

• Spring Quarter: Wednesday, May 15, 2019, 8:00 pm EDT
• Summer Quarter: Friday, August 23, 2019, 8:00 pm EDT
• Fall Quarter: Friday, November 15, 2019, 8:00 pm EDT
• Winter Quarter: Saturday, February 15, 2020, 8:00 pm EDT

All papers that are accepted by the end of the winter submission reviewing cycle (February–May 2020) will be invited to present at USENIX Security’20. All submissions will be made online via their respective web forms: spring quarter, summer quarter, fall quarter, winter quarter. Do not submit emails. Submissions should be finished, complete papers, and we may reject papers without review that have severe editorial problems (broken references, egregious spelling or grammar errors, missing figures, etc.) or are submitted in violation of the Submission Instructions outlined below.

Paper submissions should be at most 13 typeset pages, excluding bibliography and well-marked appendices. These appendices may be included to assist reviewers who may have questions that fall outside the stated contribution of the paper on which your work is to be evaluated or to provide details that would only be of interest to a small minority of readers. There is no limit on the length of the bibliography and appendices but reviewers are not required to read any appendices so the paper should be self-contained without them. Once accepted, papers must be reformatted to fit in 18 pages, including bibliography and any appendices.

Papers should be typeset on U.S. letter-sized pages in two-column format in 10-point Times Roman type on 12-point leading (single-spaced), in a text block 7” x 9” deep. Please note that this text block size has changed. If you wish, please make use of USENIX’s LaTeX template and style files at www.usenix.org/conferences/author-resources/paper-templates when preparing your paper for submission. Failure to adhere to the page limit and formatting requirements can be grounds for rejection.

Prepublication of Papers

Prepublication versions of papers accepted for USENIX Security’20 will be published and open and accessible to everyone without restrictions on the following dates:

• Spring Quarter: Tuesday, October 15, 2019
• Summer Quarter: Wednesday, January 15, 2020
• Fall Quarter: Wednesday, April 15, 2020
• Winter Quarter: TBD (final papers will be published with the full conference proceedings)
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submissions that received Reject or Reject and Resubmit decisions from USENIX Security '19, resubmissions must follow the rules laid out for when they can be resubmitted (i.e., not in the next two deadlines for Reject and Resubmit, and not in the next three deadlines for Reject).

Questions? Contact your program co-chairs, sec20chairs@usenix.org, or the USENIX office, submissionspolicy@usenix.org.

The program committee and external reviewers are required to treat all submissions as confidential. However, the program co-chairs or designated committee members may share submissions outside the program committee to allow chairs of other conferences to identify dual submissions.

Papers that do not comply with the submission requirements, including length and anonymity, that do not comply with resubmission policies, or that do not have a clear application to security or privacy may be rejected without review. Papers accompanied by nondisclosure agreement forms will not be considered.

Each accepted submission may be assigned a member of the program committee to act as its shepherd through the preparation of the final paper. The assigned member will act as a conduit for feedback from the committee to the authors.

All papers will by default be available online to registered attendees before the symposium. If your accepted paper should not be published prior to the event, please notify production@usenix.org. The papers will be available online to everyone beginning on the first day of the symposium, August 12, 2020.

Specific questions about submissions may be sent to the program co-chairs at sec20chairs@usenix.org. The chairs will respond to individual questions about the submission process if contacted at least a week before the submission deadline.